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Today, in front of the eyes of the whole world, 
there is an attempt to destroy the principles of 
civilization, spiritual values, freedoms and human 
rights -for them Ukraine has prayed and fought for 
for centuries to reach statehood, independence and 
the happy life of future generations.
This is a real genocide of the Ukrainian nation, 
similar to Hitler's holocaust and Stalin's famine.
Unfortunately, in this "third world" civilizational 
battle of good and evil,  peaceful people, the 
civilian population are the victims.













russian federation continues to abduct 
children from the territory of Ukraine and 
arrange their illegal adoption by russian 
citizens.
Such actions of the russian federation grossly 
violate the 1989 UN Convention on the 
Rights of the Children.

There are acts of systemic cultural 
genocide that russian federation is 
carrying out in Ukraine, which are 
preceded by acts of physical/biological 
destruction.
The trauma experienced by Ukrainians 
will epigenetically be passed on to future 
generations.
Hereditary changes can remain visible for 
several cell generations.













From 1917-1933-1945 to today "RUSKIY MIR" 
essentially has not changed.
Russia devalued the victory in the Second World 
War, turned it into a propaganda tool. Privatized the 
victory over fascism, which belongs to many 
nations.
The USSR was an empire of lies.
Everything they said and promised was a lie,  and 
Ukraine is now fighting against it.
This lie has an end. Today we are witnessing the 
metastases of this empire.











Annually on May 8-9,  countries  commemorate 
the atrocities of the Second World War.
During five years of fierce fighting, more than 20 
million soldiers and about 30 million civilians died, 
and even more were wounded.
Long-term coping with personal and collective 
trauma, as well as the memory of these tragic 
events, has led many countries to abandon war as a 
way to resolve conflicts.
In 2022, the russian federation finally violated the 
all-world agreement "Never again", repeating the 
scenario of the Second World War. And there is a 
striking similarity of the unfolding events, goals 
and methods.



"Never again"



«The Dictator's Guide»

• Seize the power - Adolf Hitler

• Kill the opponents - Saddam Hussein

• Rule by fear - Idi Amin

• Control the truth - Joseph Stalin

• Create a new society - Muammar
Gaddafi

• Rule forever - The Kim Dynasty













"Dictatorship feeds on the hopelessness of 
the people," wrote Georges Bernanos, the 
famous French writer .
Nazism, which won Germany in the 1930s, 
was born in 1918, when Germans were 
humiliated.
Unemployment and inflation added to the 
humiliation.
The people required a signpost.
Adolf Hitler's time has come.











Hitler sold to Germans the theory that financiers 
from Wall Street and Moscow communists were 
participating in a joint Jewish conspiracy 
against Germany.
The essence of his speeches was based on 
hatred, revenge for humiliation and the need to 
cleanse Germany of Jews .
Hitler found a platform to express his rage and 
found loyal followers who listened to his every 
word.
Many Germans felt that he was saying what 
they were thinking but could not express 
openly.













The process of becoming a dictator and creating a 
dictatorship system of power is a long one. It does 
not appear suddenly and out of nowhere.
Dictatorship often becomes a system in 
communities that live with unsatisfied needs and 
ambitions, in poverty and failure.
A dictator is brought to power by people's feeling of 
injustice.
People can give themselves to a person, under 
whose protective umbrella they will feel safe.
So, it is only one step from fanaticism to 
dictatorship and permission to rule.















The great ancient Greek philosopher Plato wrote about the 
origin of tyranny, democracy, oligarchy and types of 
government as early as 2350 years ago in Chapter 8 of his 
famous dialogue "The State".
It is clear - when a tyrant appears, he grows precisely as a 
protégé of the people.
What begins the transformation of such a protégé into a 
tyrant??..

It is said that someone who at least once has tasted human 
flesh, inevitably will become a wolf.
Having a very obedient people in his hands, will he refrain 
from the blood of his compatriots?

On the contrary, as usually happens, he will bring them to 
trial on unjust charges, and will disgrace himself by taking 
the lives of men, and with his own wicked lips and tongue 
he will savor the slaughter of his relatives.

Plato on the origin of tyranny

















Citizens are involved in tyranny and democracy, which Plato 
unites into a one system. Moreover, he goes on to prove that 
tyranny grows and arises precisely from democracy.
In the first days and in the beginning of his reign, the tyrant 
smiles to everyone who meets him, and claims about himself 
that he is not a tyrant at all:
he makes a lot of promises to individuals and society;
he release people from debts and gives a land to the nation and 
to those, who are close to him;
he demonstrates that he is gracious and kind;
in order to make the common people feel the need for a leader, 
the tyrant must continuously wage war;
a tyrant must  kill his critics if he wishes to hold on power, 
until he has no friends or enemies left ,who are capable of 
anything.













Jung considered that dictatorship is a disease. Most often, 
there is a paranoid component, splitting, denial of obvious 
things, narcissism, which always hides a certain form of 
insufficiency..
The dictator does not notice that the historical mission at 
some point becomes idee fixe, which  is a thinking disorder - 
not yet a delusion and a serious disturbance of insight.
There were and there are many such figures: Stalin and Hitler, 
Mao Zedong in China or the Kim dynasty in North Korea, Pol 
Pot in Cambodia, as well as Haile Selassie I from Ethiopia, who 
called himself the "Victorious Lion of the Tribe of Judah".

Putin is an actor of his own stage, he demonstrates the ability 
to dramatize, which allows him to be the better social 
manipulator.
"Because dramatization helps to convince others to believe what the 
dictator says, and he looks more credible and convincing." - Prof. Janusz 
Heitzman 











 Manfred Koch-Hillebrecht book "Homo Hitler: 
Psychogram of the Dictator" introduced the concept of 
the common mental field of the dictator and the masses.
It was not Hitler who gave the orders, but the Germans 
in a single impulse felt and obeyed to the Fuhrer's 
wishes, feeling the deep unity of the leader and his 
nation, feeling self-confidence and even some inner 
warmth towards the mega-killer.
Replace the word Hitler here and in thousands of similar 
fragments with the word "putin "- and the substantive 
part of the idea will remain the same.

"The danger of a dictator is not in the psychopathy that 
we try to attribute to him, but in the inability of the 
zombified masses to recognize his potential for 
destruction" - Ihor Garin, writer











French psychologist Serge Moscovici describes the 
psychological portrait of a tyrant:
Such people, sick with passion, full of their mission, 
may be, by necessity, called peculiar individuals. 
Abnormal, with mental disorders, they lost contact 
with the real world and broke with their loved ones.

A considerable number of leaders are recruited from  
these neurotic, overexcited, these half-mad, who are 
on the edge of insanity.

No matter ,how absurd is the idea they defend or the 
goal they pursue, any rational judgment fades in 
comparison to their conviction.











Contempt and persecution excite them more and more. 
Personal interest, family, everything is sacrificed. The 
instinct of self-preservation is so reduced, that suffering is 
the only reward they look for. 
This is how the law of the Crowd and the Leader comes 
into life. Leaders are a kind of a flow of the crowd .
Moskovichi formulated a new law of social psychology, the 
main postulate of science: "Everything that is collective is 
unconscious. All that is unconscious is collective." He notes 
that the first part of the postulate belongs to Gustave Le Bon, 
the second part  - to Sigmund Freud. 
Crowd erases the difference between people. It is the 
psychology of the crowd, as one of the sciences, can 
explain the main events of our time. 











russians, in their mass, never became a civil nation, and never 
managed to overcome the imperial "elder brother" syndrome. 
They hided themselves in cozy "snail houses", while 
Putin kills people and destroys the world. 
It is the nation with a collective "hallucination", that gives 
birth to freaks, demons, and beasts. Turning away from 
the recognition of the fact that each person has the right to 
be different (without harming society), they gradually 
materialize the image of the beast, the murderer, the 
tyrant, the sadist and the executioner.
We can make a logical conclusion that putin, the main 
scoundrel of our time, also evidently suffers from such an 
incurable form of disorder as megalomania and sincerely 
considers all others (mainly russians) to be fools in  
comparison to himself.  











But if you  kill Ukrainian civilians, you are a murderer. 
When you steal something that belongs to the state of 
Ukraine, you are a thief.
putin's pathological lying can be described by the term 
"mythomania", introduced by the French psychiatrist 
Ernest Dupre more than a hundred years ago.

"Politics is the art of making a lot of small lies into 
something that looks like one big truth." - Wilhelm 
Schwebel
putin, who is terminally ill with Ukrainophobia, proclaims 
that "history will sort everything in its places", seems to 
be talking about himself, because he took the place of the 
biggest criminal of the 21st century.











"As long as people bow to Caesars and 
Napoleons, Caesars and Napoleons will rise to 
power and bring misery to people. " - Aldous 
Huxley, English writer.
russia and dictator putin will not be able to 
destroy Ukrainian state.
Ukrainian people will defeat the dictatorship!
"People die for a home, but not for things and 
walls. They die for the church - not for the stones. 
Die for the nation - not for the crowd" - Antoine 
de Saint-Exupéry, French writer.



glory to Ukraine! glory to heroes!

we shall overcome, since we are united!




